
Personalised Long Power Workwear Lab Coat , Medical Staff Nursing / Doctor Hospital Uniforms
Lab Coat

Specifications:



Details of Power Long
Coat

Size From S to XXXL European Size

Zipper PVC zipper,Nylon Zipper,Brass Zipper

Color Grey and Orange,Navy blue and Orange.Other color
is also aviable.

Gender Men

Pockets 3 pockets in total:
one chest pocket
2 patch side pockets

Fabric Choose 80%polyester 20%cotton/65%polyester
35%cotton/100%polyester

Fabric Weight 190-240g/㎡

Buttons 5 buttons

Color combination Orange fabric on side pockets 

Market Europe market,America Market,Africa,Middle East 
Market

Application Outdoor

Workmanship Stitching Single stitching,double stitching and triple stitching

Packaging Nomal Polybag 1 piece/nomal polybag

Carton 20pcs/carton

MEAS 58cm*42cm*28cm

Series
Recommendation

Power WH02 vest,Power WH601 jacket,Power WH605  bibpants,Power
pants

Sample We can provide you with samples.It will take about 10 working days as
usual.

Supply The supply we provide is OEM.

 
Description
* one chest pockets
* 2 patch side pockets
* Closure with 5 buttons

 
 
Applications:
 

Industry Places Oil, Gas station,Mining,Offshore,Road,Factory,Electric,Sanitation
Worker,Logistics,Gardening,Construction worker,builder,cleaner

Daily Life doctor,nurse,hospital staff,laboratory workers



Logistics driver,porter,courier,staff of transportation,supermarket

 
Why Choose Us :
 
Our Service
 
One Stop Solution:

From initial design management, manufacturing, importing/exporting, to logistics, we cover all aspects of
clothing and textile services under one-stop solution. Our team and partners are ready to support you
develop and successfully manufacture your products.
 
Prototype / Samples:

We provide rapid prototype / samples to our customers for validating designs before mass 
production
 
Flexibility:

We offer flexible minimum order quantity. 

Ethical:

Ethical production with ethical supply chain management – from Farming, Ginning, Spinning, Kitting,
Dyeing, Finishing, Cutting, Sewing, Packaging until Shipping, we ensure that our team and those who we
work with comply with local and International ethical standards.
 
Quality:

We follow an SGS standards for quality management of goods before shipment. Methods to eliminate
waste (classified as defects, overproduction, transportation, extra processing), cost effectiveness and
lead times are optimized and improved constantly. Our continuous improvement initiatives plays a key role
to both ours and customer success.









 


